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Most of us are already familiar with the recent news - we canceled the school uniform. 
Well…. not canceled in a social-media culture type of way but officially! We even had to sign 
some papers at the beginning of the year, didn’t we? 

In spite of the reasons for such a stark decision, people still have different opinions 
regarding the overturn of school uniform*. Ranging from topics of discipline to ecology, 
these opinions are a great representation of the diversity in our students’ mindsets. To dive 
deep into a variety of different POVs, we are presenting you a list of thoughts that are 
circulating in the minds of NIS students:

“I actually think that the 
money spent could go to 
underfunded schools in 
rural regions of 
Kazakhstan!”

Cancel culture gone too far 
(or not?): School uniform

Opinion №2 - It’s a great source to 
redistribute investments across rural 
schools 

A lot of folks immediately thought of 
redistribution of finances to other 
underfunded schools, particularly 
those in the rural areas. And such 
action makes perfect sense:  on 
average, a set of a uniform (noth 
school and sport one) cost 74.000 
tenge. Considering the number of 
pupils throughout all NIS schools - it’s 
evident how rural schools can benefit 
from additional funding. 

Unfortunately, for the majority of time, 
schools in villages and auyls are not 
financed as urban schools with “loud” 
names yet all of them have the same 
students who equally deserve  if not a 
free breakfast but at least high quality 
textbooks, and safe toilet rooms. Our 
society has overlooked these schools a 
lot and we hope that it’s finally time 
when we will strive to provide equal 
opportunities for each child from grade 
1 to 12.

Cancel culture gone too far (or 
not?): School uniform
Cancel culture gone too far (or 
not?): School uniform

Opinion №1 - No one wore 
school uniforms anyway

By far the most ubiquitous 
response which isn’t so 
surprising:a chief of our students 
was practically elated by the 
news regarding school uniforms. 
We know by our own example 
and surroundings that a bulk of 
us do not enjoy school uniforms, 
and restrictions that come with it. 
For some, pants and skirts need 
to be cut, others can’t get warm 
enough in school issued vests 
which is okay taking into account 
that every student is different. 
Hence, most of pupils actually 
celebrated the recent news, 
saying that it will bring more 
practical clothing into the school 
life.

“It’s not that I hated school 
uniforms, but a substantial 
portion of pupils clearly 
didn’t enjoy it.” 



Recent haul videos of endless shopping from Shein and Zaras for clothes sparked more and more 
debates regarding over consumption not just in the fast-fashion industry, but also in the clothing 
industry as well. BBC Future cites an alarming statistics: more than 85% of our clothes end up in the 
landfills to be burnt and further contribute to the ongoing CO2 emissions and global warming. 

The same point was raised among NIS IB’s community among multiple students who think that “very 
few pupils constantly wore the uniform in the first place”, while the rest dumped their pants, skirts, and 
ties into trash bins which only contributed to the massive waste. The problem was worsened by the fact 
that a new set of school uniforms was issued every single year, for each student. 

“The majority of us don’t grow that fast, we didn’t need that much stuff”. 



And it’s hard to provide any counter arguments to the claim above because it’s true - school uniform just 
like any clothing dumbs the landfills, and exacerbates the continuing climate change. Starting from 
January of 2023, every student would be able to individually control the amount of clothing that they 
consume, decreasing the number of uniform pieces that will not go into waste. 



“It’s a great step towards ecological consciousness among our students; they can decide whether or not 
they actually need a new tie or not,” says an anonymous 11th grade student. And IBeasy staff couldn’t 
agree more! 


Overturn of the school uniform refers to the overturn of FREE uniform

Opinion №4 - Uniform just like any clothes is ecologically damaging

“Landfills are filled with unworn clothing, and school uniform is not an 
exception”

From 2010 up to 2022, the practice of receiving a school uniform was consistent and uniform - 
you come to school in the last days of August, grab a set with your name on it, and check if the 
clothes fit you. If they do, you simply go back home, preparing to wear it for the rest of the year. 

However, now we just seem a little confused over the upcoming process. Some people - once 
hearing the news - assumed that the cancellation of school uniforms means that we will never 
see dark blue skirts and pants ever again. Others suggest that we will simply purchase the 
uniform from specialty shops like the rest of the schools do. Either way, some students want to 
know what will happen next year.

Opinion №3 - It will only overcomplicate everything

“I am just confused” 


























































